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Abstract. Biological systems with intrinsic luminescent properties serve as powerful and noninvasive bioreport-
ers for real-time and label-free monitoring of cell physiology. This study employs the bioluminescent marine
bacterium Vibrio fischeri to investigate the effects of separated microwave electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields.
Using a cylindrical TM010 mode aluminum resonant cavity, designed to spatially separate E and H fields of a
pulsed microwave (2.45 GHz) input, we sampled at 100-ms intervals the 490-nm emission of bioluminescence
from suspensions of the V. fischeri. E-field exposure (at 4.24 and 13.4 kV/m) results in rapid and sensitive
responses to 100-ms pulses. H-field excitation elicits no measurable responses, even at 100-fold higher
power input levels (equivalent to 183 A/m). The observed effects on bacterial light output partially correlate
with measured E-field-induced temperature increases. In conclusion, the endogenous bioluminescence of
V. fischeri provides a sensitive and noninvasive method to assess the biological effects of microwave fields.
© The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole
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1 Introduction

We live in a fast-growing world of connected information tech-
nology that is represented by concepts such as 5G wireless com-

munication, Internet of Things, as well as connected cars and
healthcare. These technologies utilize a wide range of frequen-
cies which encompass radio frequency, microwave, and milli-
meter wave bands. Concerns about the possible biological
effects of microwave and millimeter wave frequencies on living
organisms including humans, and their cellular, tissue, and
organ functions persist, despite extensive investigations carried

out for over 40 years.1–4 Published surveys of large human pop-
ulations, although mainly concluding that effects are minimal,5

do not entirely dispel the need for cautious controls, e.g., on the
use of mobile phones by children.6

It is well-established that microwave irradiation accelerates

and enhances chemical7 and enzymatic8 reaction rates over
and above those produced by conventional thermal sources.
Similarly, effects on the membranes9 of and gene expression in
bacteria,10 human cells,11,12 tissues,13,14 and human health15,16

beg the question of whether nonthermal contributions may be
responsible.17 Many of these experiments have used an incident
power of <10 mWcm−2, the recommended threshold for safe

exposure to microwaves. Some reports indicate nonlinear power
and frequency dependencies that are not consistent with heating
effects, but which are ascribed to the “complex behavior of the
living state.18–20” Many theoretical nonthermal models include
the Fröhlich condensate21,22 and the Davydov soliton,23 but
these are still not experimentally validated in biological systems

despite an extensive literature. Should the characterization of a
nonthermal component of microwave effects be discovered in
biology, it would have highly significant importance for micro-

wave exposure limits, as current guidelines are based on thermal
measurements only.24

Microorganisms serve as convenient systems for study, as,

apart from their intrinsic importance in every aspect of human
disease and environmental health, they are easily grown, quan-
tified, and many aspects of their genetics, biochemistry, and
biology are more easily elucidated in “model” organisms.25

Microbial systems with endogenous luminescent properties
serve as powerful and noninvasive bioreporters for real-time
and label-free monitoring of cell physiology. In this study,
we use the marine bacterium, Vibrio fischeri, as, in addition

to these advantageous characteristics, it produces an intense
photoemission with a maximum intensity at 490 nm (blue-
green light). The bioluminescence is well-studied at the molecu-

lar level and the mechanism of photon emission is understood at
the biochemical level26 even if the detailed excited state transi-
tions are still incompletely characterized.27 Perturbation of the
bioluminescence is produced by physical means (e.g., temper-

ature and pressure changes), or by a wide variety of chemical
toxicants (e.g., inhibitors of electron transport or biological
energy transduction, detergents, anesthetics, and other mem-
brane disruptants).28

In this study, we provide details of an in vitro experimental
set-up for real-time monitoring of V. fischeri bioluminescence
during microwave irradiation whereby the electric field (E

field) and magnetic field (H field) are separated in a TM010

mode resonant cavity. Microwave resonant cavities are powerful
tools, which enable effective spatial separation of electric and
magnetic components of the applied electromagnetic field.
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Resonant cavities can be designed to operate at any microwave
frequency by a suitable choice of cavity dimensions, e.g., the
radius and length of a cylinder. For the cylindrical cavity
mode chosen here (TM010), the resonant frequency is simply
inversely proportional to the radius. Separation of the E and
H fields is achieved via the initiation of a standing wave,
whereby the E field is maximal in the center of the cavity
(axially) and the H field is maximal around the perimeter (cir-
cumferentially). This opens the door to many applications, as
well as testing fundamental interactions between microwave
fields and biological systems.29A cylindrical 2.45-GHz resonant
cavity operating in its TM010 mode has been heavily used for
these purposes.30,31 Not only does this frequency fall within
the industrial, scientific, and medical band, and thus used rou-
tinely in communications devices, therapeutics, and conven-
tional microwave ovens, its wavelength of ca. 12 cm facilitates
a convenient cavity size. Any given resonant cavity can operate
at several different modes. We chose the TM010 since it is non-
degenerate with other modes and has well-defined regions of
uniform E field (along its axis) and H field (near its perimeter).
By a selecting a suitable choice of radius:length ratio, it can be
well-separated from all other modes and so provides a simple
microwave excitation system, commonly used to characterize
or heat material samples.32,33

In this study, we define the E- and H-field distributions
within a TM010 mode resonant cavity at 2.45 GHz, and their
separate effects at various power levels and duty cycles (i.e.,
pulsing schemes) on the bioluminescence of V. fischeri. Our
experiments show that although bacterial light emission
responds quickly and sensitively to pulsed E fields, at close
to nonthermal levels, no effects of exposure to H fields could
be demonstrated.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Organism and Culture

The bioluminescent bacterium employed was Vibrio fischeri

NRRL-B-11177, kindly supplied by Dr. Michael H. Rayner-
Brandes.34 It was cultured at 25°C on agar containing (in g/l):

NaCl (Sigma) 30, peptone (Oxoid) 5, meat extract (Oxoid) 3,
CaCO3 5, agar 15, and glycerol 5 ml.33 After 24-h growth,
organisms were washed off the surface of this growth medium
using a buffer containing (g/l) NaCl 23, Na2HPO4 15.5, nutrient
broth (Oxoid) 10, NaH2PO4 2, and glycerol 10 ml. Flasks were
plugged with cotton wool for aeration and incubated at 24°C
overnight for 20 to 24 h. The organisms were then harvested
by centrifugation at 3000 rev/min for 10 min using a bench-
top centrifuge (MSE Centaur 11). The sedimented bacteria
were washed twice using artificial seawater buffer containing
(g/l) NaCl 28.0, MgCl2 · 6H2O, 5.0, MgSO4 · 7H2O 4.5,
CaCl2 · 2H2O 1.5, and KCl 0.8,35 and the same centrifugal
procedure. They were finally resuspended in artificial seawater
for experiments to a density of ∼1 × 108 cells∕ml. The artificial
seawater provides adequate buffering of the cell suspension,
ensuring sustained viability, but starves the cells of
nutrients. This eliminates any possible increase in light output
associated with cell division, which is not permitted under these
conditions.

2.2 TM010 Mode Cavity Resonator

The cylindrical resonant cavity used was designed and con-
structed in-house at Cardiff University’s Centre for High
Frequency Engineering from a solid block of aluminum. This
block splits into two halves forming a cylindrical cavity of
inner radius 46 mm [Fig. 1(a)]. The specific dimensions of
this flattened cylindrical device were designed to achieve
resonance at 2.45 GHz with a standing wave such that the maxi-
mum electric field occurs down its axis and maximum magnetic
field at its circumference when resonating in the TM010 mode
[Fig. 1(b)]. The resonant frequency of the TM010 mode is inde-
pendent of cavity length, but the inner length was chosen to be
40 mm to ensure good spectral separation of the TM010 mode
from all other modes (e.g., TE111) while maintaining a high-
quality factor Q. This cavity design presents an easily accessed
central through-route down its central axis allowing catheter
tubing to be inserted vertically, where the E field is at its maxi-
mum [Fig. 1(b)]. In the circumferential configuration for H-field

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) Inside view of the TM010 mode aluminum resonant cavity. (b) Three-dimensional representa-
tion of the electric (E) and magnetic (H) field set up, with sample tube placed axially or circumferentially,
respectively. E- and H-field intensity plots are also shown.
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exposure [Fig. 1(b)], the tube was held in place by thin strips of
double-sided adhesive tape. The tape thickness is very thin
(∼100 μm) and was fixed on the outer metal wall,
at which point the electric field is reduced to zero.
Measurement of the Q factor and resonant frequency with
and without the tube and its fixing, which show negligible
differences, indicate that the tape has no impact on the E or
H field in this position. To allow for the same sample volume
(47.4 μl) for both E- and H-field exposures, an arc length of
50 deg was used for the H-field exposure, meaning that the
total length of exposed sample in both cases was 40 mm.
Although the heat sinking arrangements are different for the
axial and circumferential samples, this is of no issue for com-
parison between the axial and circumferential experiments since
in the former arrangement there is negligible sample heating.

2.3 Microwave Hardware and Measurements

The main components of the circuit (Fig. 2) were as follows:
(1) microwave signal generator (Telemakus TEG2700-6),
which provides a single-tone output at a power level of
6 dBm (i.e., 4 mW rms); (2) microwave switch (Telemakus
TES6000-30), which in the “on” position directs the signal to
the input of the microwave power amplifier for cavity excitation
and into a 50-Ω matched load in the “off” position; (3) micro-
wave power amplifier (Mini-circuits ZHL-30W-262) able to
deliver a maximum output power of up to 45 dBm (31.6 W
rms) and a linear gain of 50 dB; (4) variable attenuator with
30-dB dynamic range; (5) directional coupler (Mini-circuits
ZABDC20-322H); (6) circulator with an isolation of 25 dB,
and; (7) two average power sensors (Telemakus TED8000-
40) measuring incident and reflected power. In order to record
any effects without appreciably heating the sample, this system
was able to deliver pulsed input power of 26.5 dBm (0.45 W
rms), which is considered sufficient to record a measurable
response while minimizing the thermal effect.29 It was also
powerful enough to produce up to 32-W rms power to explore
the response at much higher levels. To do this, a variable

attenuator (4) was added to the circuit in order to vary the output

power when needed. This required measuring the exact output

power before each run using a broadband power sensor

(8) (Rhode & Schwarz NRP-Z81). The microwave switch

(2) enabled the delivery of power in controlled pulses rather

than in a continuous manner in order to avoid heating the sam-

ple. We routinely controlled the average power delivered by

changing the duty cycle, defined to be % of time during the

regular pulsing that the microwave power is switched on. Avec-

tor network analyzer (VNA) (Keysight Technologies Fieldfox

N9923A) was used to measure and record the reflected

power via measurement of the voltage reflection coefficient

S11, of the cavity to achieve critical coupling of the cavity

for maximum power delivery. A circulator (6) was used to pro-

tect the power amplifier from the reflected power from the cavity

in case there is an unexpected mismatch.

2.4 Software

An in-house LabVIEW program was designed to control the

microwave generator and simultaneously record the reflected

power (via S11) and power delivered to the cavity as the bacteria

were subjected to microwave pulses. It also produced a resonant

frequency sweep between each treatment. The photon counter

(H7467, Hamamatsu) (9) was controlled using a separate

LabVIEW program for data acquisition and processing using

a 100-ms integration time for all the experiments as this is com-

mensurate with the bacterial response times. This program was

also used to plot photon emission rates as a function of time.

Each Telemakus device was operated using its own driver,

allowing full control over the microwave parameters (e.g., oper-

ating frequency and duty cycle). For data synchronization, it was

possible to monitor the excitation times by multiplying the inte-

gration times by the integrated numbers and visually recording

the start and end times for each excitation period. This method

proved to be accurate enough for the reaction times that were

observed.

Fig. 2 Microwave circuitry and control system.
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2.5 Experimental Setup

The aim of these experiments was to investigate the biological
response of V. fischeri to the separate effects of electric and

magnetic fields in the resonant cavity. In the TM010 mode,
the peak E- and H-field regions are well-separated, and it

was, therefore, possible to expose the cells to each field by care-
fully routing the Tygon sample tube (0.89-mm internal diam-
eter). A precision peristaltic pump (ISMATEC Reglo digital)

was used to feed the cell suspension into the cavity through
the Tygon tube held in either of the fields within the cavity,

and flow was stopped before irradiation. The sample tube
was placed in the axial orientation for E-field excitation and cir-
cumferential orientation for H-field excitation. The total sample

volume in both orientations was 47.4 μl. It was also used to
flush the bacterial suspension between runs, thus presenting a

new population (from an identical batch) for each run. For
microwave H-field exposure at 2.45 GHz, bacterial suspensions
were exposed to the maximum available power of 32 W rms and

duty cycles of 10%, 20%, 40%, 50%, and 100%. For microwave
E-field exposure at 2.45 GHz, bacterial suspensions were

exposed to 0.45 or 4.5 W rms at duty cycles of 2%, 5%, and
10%. In all instances, the microwave pulse period was 100 ms
and the “off” time varied according to the duty cycle required.

The corresponding E- and H-field intensities at the axial circum-
ferential positions are summarized in Table 1. The E and H fields

have been calculated using finite-element modeling and these
have been shown in our previous paper.29 Such plots show
the field distributions, but one still has to perform a calculation

to determine the absolute value of the E field on axis, which can
then be used to normalize all E- and H-field values at other posi-

tions. To do this, we equate the power in to the cavity to the
power dissipated in the suspension, and in doing so we end
up with the E-field normalizing factor used in Table 1. The spe-

cific absorption rate (SAR) for the E-field excitation is 4.5 W
dissipated in a sample volume of 47.4 μl, which equates to

95 kW/kg. However, this is the peak SAR and, since we
pulse our measurements, multiplication of this figure by the
associated duty cycle is required to determine the time averaged

SAR. Although the heat sinking arrangements are different for
the axial and circumferential samples, this is of no issue for tem-

perature rise since in the former arrangement there is negligible
sample heating.

2.6 Cavity Coupling

All experiments described in this paper used the lowest resonant
mode TM010 of the other higher order resonant modes which
co-exist. Depending on the dielectric properties of the material
placed within the cavity, the resonant frequency and Q factor of
the cavity may be altered due to associated changes in the energy
stored and energy dissipated, respectively. These changes are
quantified by “perturbation theory,” which is based on the
assumption that the actual fields of a material-filled cavity
are not greatly different from those of the unperturbed
cavity.35 A high Q means low losses, and vice versa. The Q fac-
tor of the sample-filled cavity is determined by the conductor
losses in the cavity walls and the dielectric losses in the sample,
the latter usually being dominant for aqueous samples. For the
experiments presented here,Q factors were calculated from data
collected using a VNA by measuring the reflected power S11
against frequency and subsequent curve fitting to obtain Q,
resonant frequency, and coupling coefficient g to the cavity;
this latter (dimensionless) quantity is defined via the input
impedance of the cavity at resonance, which can be written
Zin ¼ gZ0, where Z0 is the system impedance, in our case
50 Ω. Curve fitting to the measured jS11j in the frequency
domain yields the loadedQ factor (QL, i.e., including the effects
of the coupling structure), coupling coefficient g, and resonant
frequency f0. The unloaded Q factor (QU) is simply related to
the loadedQ viaQU ¼ ð1þ gÞQL, and this value is used to esti-
mate the peak E and H fields within the cavity. All microwave
connections are via coaxial lines of characteristic impedance
50 Ω. The actual coupling structure is a loop, which terminates
a microwave N connector, which couples to the high H field of
the TM010 mode close to its perimeter. The loop can be rotated,
allowing fine adjustment of the coupling coefficient g. The cav-
ity is said to be critically coupled when maximum power transfer
between the resonator and the feedline is achieved (jS11j ¼ 0).
This is when the device is impedance matched to the input cir-
cuitry at the resonant frequency, i.e., when g ¼ 1. The goal is,
therefore, to obtain a value of g as close to 1 as possible by fine
initial adjustment of the orientation of the coupling loop, in
order to ensure maximum power transfer to the cavity, and
so to utilize effectively all of the microwave input power in gen-
erating high electromagnetic field amplitudes within the cavity.
When critical coupling is attained, S11 tends to zero, giving a
pronounced “dip (in dB scale)” when measured using the net-
work analyzer. In practice, values of jS11j of <0.05 are achieved,
giving a measured insertion loss of less than −25 dB at
resonance.

2.7 Photon Counting

The photomultiplier of an integrated photon counting device
(Hamamatsu H7467 series) was powered from a stabilized
5 V DC supply (Keysight Technologies) and optically coupled
through a fiber-optic cable to the catheter tube containing the
bacterial suspension delivered for microwave component field
exposure (a selected volume of 47.4 ml of the pumped stream).
This detector has a spectral response between 300 and 650 nm
with a peak sensitivity wavelength of 420 nm that makes it ideal
for its use with organisms exhibiting maximal bioluminescence
at around 490 nm. The photomultiplier integration time was
100 ms. Due to its high sensitivity, it was essential to rigorously
isolate the detector from any ambient light to avoid any light
leaks and ensure that it was stored for at least 30 min in

Table 1 Electric (E)- and magnetic (H)-field levels at 2.45 GHz aver-
aged across the entire bacterial suspension within the TM010 mode
cavity when the sample tube is placed separately in the axial or cir-
cumferential positions. The first the sample was tested in the E field
(axial) and then a different sample, containing the same density and
volume of bacteria in artificial seawater buffer, was tested in the H-
field (circumferential) orientation, with critical coupling achieved for
each measurement.

Ez (V/m) HΦ (A/m)

Tube in axial position

0.45 W rms 4240 5.15

4.5 W rms 13,400 16.3

Tube in circumferential position

32 W rms 118 183
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total darkness before use in order to reduce background dark
current to a minimum and signal-to-noise ratio to a maximum.

2.8 Temperature Measurements

An infrared thermal imaging camera (Micro-Epsilon
thermoIMAGER TIM 640) was used to measure temperature
changes during experiments. The camera was carefully focused
on the sample tube through a side port in the cavity and is sen-
sitive to within 1°C, has a range of −20°C toþ900°C at ambient
temperature (0°C to 50°C) and an acquisition rate of 30 ms. All
temperature values quoted represent the maximum temperature
measured across the sample (5 mm). Note that the temperature
measurements overshoot the microwave excitation period due to
the lag between the temperature of the cell suspension and that
of the sample tube (the thermal imaging camera being focused
on the outer surface of the latter).

3 Results

3.1 Critical Coupling

Resonant traces for S11 are shown in Fig. 3 and accompanying
coupling parameters given in Table 2, for the E-field excitation
configuration either with the cell suspension in artificial sea-
water or for an empty cavity. The high losses incurred when
the seawater sample is present can be seen in Fig. 3(a). This
affects the critical coupling condition as shown, so further
adjustments of the coupling are required to ensure maximum
power transfer. Also listed in the associated table are the reso-
nant parameters of resonant frequency, Q factors, and coupling
coefficient g, linked to the traces shown. Similar traces are

shown in Fig. 3(b), this time for the H-field configuration. In
this configuration, it is observed that the loss caused by the pres-
ence of the cell suspension is hardly detectable and a high Q

factor is maintained, even when the aqueous sample is present.
In either sample position, we do not plot the control data for a
blank sea water sample as, within experimental error, the sea
water trace is identical to that for a bacterial sample; this is
to be expected, since the bacteria occupy a small volume
fraction (<0.1%) and have dielectric properties close to sea
water.

3.2 Background Bioluminescence

We measure “dark” background photon counts, which are
acceptably low, <4 photons∕s obtained with 47.4 ml of artificial
sea water in the absence of bacteria in the Tygon tube within the
cavity. Similar results were obtained irrespective of whether
the E- or H-field configurations were employed provided that
the photomultiplier was always completely shielded from ambi-
ent light and the photocathode was stored and equilibrated under
these conditions. It was also necessary to determine the decay of
light emitted from the bacteria in their starved condition in
seawater. Prior to microwave exposure, all bacterial samples
are thermally equilibrated in the cavity for around 30 min.
Typical microwave exposure occurs over a timescale of around
300 s. The time constant of the natural decay of bioluminescent
light output is ∼2 days, so over a typical experiment there would
be a natural decay of around 0.2%, which is negligible compared
the effect of small thermal fluctuations (of the order of
0.1°C).

3.3 Magnetic (H) Field Effects on Bacterial
Bioluminescence

V. fischeri cell suspensions were subjected to pulsed H field for
10 s (between t ¼ 10 s and t ¼ 20 s) as shown in Fig. 4.
Different duty cycles were tested, ranging from 10% to 100%
for an output power of 32 W rms, resulting in a maximal H-field
strength of 183 A/m. In all cases, there was no noticeable varia-
tion in light emission during or after H-field excitation of
the cells.

3.4 Electric (E)-Field Effects on Bacterial
Bioluminescence

Light emission from suspensions of V. fischeri responded to
microwave E-field pulses at all power levels and duty cycles
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Fig. 3 (a) The magnitude of the cavity’s amplitude reflection coeffi-
cient S11 in the frequency domain for the the E-field configuration
and (b) H-field configuration, with (continuous trace) and without
(dashed trace) cell suspension. Note the profound difference in fre-
quency scale between (a) and (b).

Table 2 Calculated values for the loaded quality factor (QL), the cou-
pling coefficient g, and unloaded quality factor (QU ), together with the
TM010 resonant frequency f 0, derived from the data presented in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for the E and H fields. All measurements were
taken at low power (1 mW).

f 0 (GHz) QL g QU

Field E H E H E H E H

Empty 2.5073 2.5073 1396 1396 0.975 0.975 2757 2757

With tube 2.4972 2.5058 919 1427 0.902 1.000 1747 2854

Tube + cells 2.4782 2.5058 37.2 1512 0.477 0.999 55.0 3021
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tested. To investigate the sensitivity of bacterial biolumines-

cence to microwave E-field exposure and examine whether

the effect is thermal or nonthermal in origin, simultaneous

temperature measurements were conducted alongside photon

counts over a range of duty cycles: 2% [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)],

5% [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)], and 10% [Figs. 5(e) and 5(f)], and

at 0.45 W rms [Figs. 5(a), 5(c), and 5(e)] and 4.5 W rms

[Figs. 5(b), 5(d), and 5(f)]. At 0.45 W rms, equivalent to an

E-field intensity of 4.24 kV/m, temperature increases of 0.6°

C, 1°C, and 1.5°C (at rates of 0.02, 0.03, and 0.05°C/s) were

observed for duty cycles of 2%, 5%, and 10% [Figs. 5(a), 5(c),

and 5(e)], respectively. This was accompanied by a 10%

enhancement in light output for all three duty cycles tested,

at increasing photon emission rates of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.7%/s,

respectively, for each duty cycle. In the case of 10% duty

cycle [Fig. 5(e)], this initial enhancement of bioluminescence

was followed by suppression in light output between 16 and 30 s

E-field exposures (a reduction of 10%). At the end of the 30-s

treatment time, there was an immediate recovery in light output

(15% enhancement) at a rate of 0.8%/s, after which a steady-

state was achieved, and light output followed a natural decay

curve (the latter also being the case for 2% and 5% duty cycle

treatments).
At 10 times higher power (4.5 W rms, equivalent to 13.4 kV/

m), temperature increases of 3.2, 5.4, and 6.3°C/s (at rates of

0.11, 0.18, and 0.21°C/s) were observed for duty cycles of

2%, 5%, and 10% [Figs. 5(b), 5(d), and 5(f)], respectively. In

all cases, bacterial bioluminescence responded quickly (within

the 100-ms acquisition time) and sensitively to the 100-ms

microwave E-field pulses. At duty cycles of 2%, 5%, and 10%,

the average rate of suppression in bacterial light output during

every 100 ms E-field pulse was 0.57 (�0.31), 0.94 (�0.58), and

0.59 ð�0.50Þ%∕s, respectively. Note that the total excitation

time was 30 s in all experiments, apart from that of 10%

duty cycle, which was 15 s, due to the high degree of inhibition

observed over this exposure time. There was no significant dif-

ference between the inhibition and recovery rates during or after

the microwave E-field-pulses at all duty cycles tested. Likewise,

there was no significant difference between the percentage

changes in bioluminescence during these inhibitory and recov-

ery phases, when all data was pooled together [Fig. 5(g)].

However, there was a general trend of increasing stimulatory
and inhibitory rates from pulse 1 to 6, followed by a decrease
in these rates from pulse 6 to 12, as light levels approached zero.
Over the total exposure time, the overall rate of inhibition of
bacterial bioluminescence was 3.1, 3.1, and 5.8%/s. The overall
rate of recovery of bacterial bioluminescence following expo-
sure was 6.1, 0.5, and 0.1%/s, respectively, with steady-state
established at 80%, 40%, and 20% of maximum light output
levels.

3.5 Thermal Effects

Temperature increases were measured in all experiments where
bacteria were exposed to microwave E field. The rate of temper-
ature increase was proportional to the amount of energy (i.e.,
power and duty cycle) delivered into the cell suspension. The
maximum temperature achieved was 32.2°C (ΔT ¼ 6.3°C at
10% duty cycle, 4.5 W rms, 15 s), which caused a significant
decrease in light output, down to 3% of the maximum (i.e., a
97% decrease). The minimum increase in temperature observed
was 0.6°C (2% duty cycle, 0.45 W rms). All temperature mea-
surements are recorded in Table 3 and Figs. 5(a)–5(f).

In order to examine if the microwave E-field-induced effects
on bacterial light output were entirely thermal in origin, or if
there may be an “added effect” induced by E-field exposure,
a conventional heating control was conducted for comparison.
Figure 6 shows the effect of water bath heating to 31°C on bac-
terial light output. The results can be compared directly to the
bacterial suspension that was exposed to 4.5 W rms, 5% duty
cycle for 30 s, as the same maximum temperature of 31°C was
achieved (ΔT ¼ 5.4°C for E-field exposure and 5.8°C for con-
ventional heating). Water bath heating led to a maximum inhib-
ition in light output of 15%, and returned to the baseline level
after heating. In contrast, E-field excitation resulted in reduction
of light output to 4%, which recovered to only 40% after expo-
sure. It should be noted, however, that the rate of heating for E-
field excitation was ∼4 times faster for E-field excitation (0.15°
C/s) than was the case for conventional heating (0.04°C/s).

4 Discussion

These results demonstrate a sensitive and rapid method for dis-
criminating between E- and H-field effects using a luminescent
biosensor. These data provide a more detailed examination of
the sensitivity of this bioluminescent system to microwave E-
field excitation to those published by us previously.29 In this pre-
vious publication, perturbation of light output from the same
bioluminescent sensor, Vibrio fischeri, by the E (axial orienta-
tion) but not H (circumferential orientation) field, was first
described.

Response of bacterial bioluminescence to each 100-ms pulse
is rapid (within the 100-ms acquisition time) and sensitive,
increasing proportionally with increasing power delivery into
the sample. To speculate upon which stages in the molecular
process which culminates in light production by V. fischeri

could be affected by microwave E-field exposure, it is necessary
to consider the contribution of both thermal and nonthermal
effects. Bioluminescent light production by the marine bacte-
rium V. fischeri consists of a complex of multistage enzyme-
catalyzed cyclic reactions that precedes the photophysical proc-
ess of excited state formation and subsequent photon release26,36

(see Fig. 7). The pathways producing the necessary chemical
reductants to drive the terminal events are completely eluci-
dated. In these events, the enzyme (luciferase), classified as a
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Fig. 4 The response of Vibrio fischeri light output to magnetic field
excitation at 32 W rms and duty cycles of 10%, 20%, 40%, 50%,
and 100%. The time duration of exposure is indicated by the black
bars on the x axis. These traces are representative of at least two
independent experiments.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

Fig. 5 (a) Simultaneous monitoring of Vibrio fischeri light output and temperature change under micro-
wave E-field stimulation at 0.45 and 4.5 W rms and (a) and (b) 2%, (c) and (d) 5%, and (e) and (f) 10%
duty cycle. The time duration of exposure is indicated by the shaded box. The exposure time for (a)–
(e) was 30 s, and that of (f) was 15 s, due to the fact that microwave E-field excitation beyond this point
resulted in complete inhibition of cells (i.e., no appreciable recovery of light emission). All experiments
were repeated at least in duplicate. The y axis of (a)–(f) represents the photon counts (i.e., bacterial
bioluminescence, B) normalized to the steady-state baseline level (B0) before E-field exposure. The
baseline photon counts before microwave exposure for each figure were as follows: (a) 538,
(b) 1464, (c) 602, (d) 1006, (e) 422, and (f) 782 photons/s. (g) A summary of the change in light output
achieved during the inhibitory and recovery phases during or immediately following E-field pulses at 4.5
W rms and 2%, 5%, and 10% duty cycles. The y axis of (g) represents the change in photon counts,
based on data derived from (b), (d), and (f). Error bars represent the standard deviation, n ≥ 6 successive
pulses.
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flavin-dependent external mono-oxygenase, catalyzes the over-

all oxidation of reduced FMN (FMNH2) and a medium-length

chain aldehyde (e.g., dodecanaldehyde) to the corresponding

carboxylic acid. In its reaction with O2 (the third essential com-

ponent of the reaction), the substrate (bacterial luciferin) gives a

4-a-flavin hydroperoxide on the benzenoid ring of the iso-allox-

azine structure of the molecule and an equilibrium mixture of a

hemiperoxyacetal and its peroxyhemiketal, formed by reaction

with the aldehyde. The emitted photon in the bacterial strain

employed here exhibits a spectral maximum output power at

a free space wavelength of λmax ≈ 490 nm. The mechanism

of formation of and photophysics of emission from the excited

state of the flavin hydroperoxide is yet to be fully elucidated.27,28

The chemiluminescent decomposition of flavin peroxyhemiace-

tal does not occur by charge-transfer initiation of chemolumi-

nescence as formerly hypothesized (CIEEL),27 but rather by

the electron exchange-initiated luminescence (CTIL) for the

thermolysis of a dioxetanone.28 Furthermore, the luminophore

of bacterial bioluminescence is now recognized as the first

excited state of 4α-hydroxy-4a,5-dihydroxy FMN.36 These

terminal events (formation of the excited state and return to
ground state) accompanied by photon release occur on ultrafast
timescales of femtoseconds to nanoseconds.

The effects reported here do not initially perturb the slowest
of these steps, as the biosynthetic ones [production of the auto-
inducer (AI), the transcriptional, and translational formation of
the luciferase apoprotein] take tens of seconds to minutes. The
formation of substrates of the bioluminescent system (biosyn-
thesis of FMN and the long-chain aldehyde) during bacterial
growth also involves moderately slow processes (timescales
of 1 to 15 s). The metabolic pathways for the production of
the coenzymes (ATP, NADH, and NADPH) also occur on time-
scales of the order of seconds. Thus these latter two classes of
biochemical processes are possibly of interest in the elucidation
of microwave E-field-mediated effects. The fast photophysical
processes may be implicated but are too rapid to be studied in
the experiments described here as data point collection was per-
formed at a maximum acquisition rate of 100 ms.

The initial enhancement in light output at lower power levels
could be due to the generation of free radical oxygen species
(HO·, O·−

2 , and/or
1O2). Alternatively, free radical production

might involve partial reduction of O2 by direct interaction
with microwave fields.17 Extensive evidence has also been pre-
sented for downstream effects of plasma membrane voltage-
gated calcium channel opening during exposure to electromag-
netic fields in a variety of cells.24,37–39 NO· or peroxynitrite accu-
mulates as a consequence of elevated intracellular Ca2þ, leading
to beneficial or pathophysiological effects.39,40 A voltage-gated
Ca2þ channel has not been described in V. fischeri, but a struc-
turally similar voltage-gated Naþ channel has been described in
Bacillus halodurans,41 however, its function remains largely
unexplored. Species of marine Vibrio possess channels (e.g.,
PomAB andMotXY) that are predicted to function asNaþ chan-
nels,42 which play an important part in driving the flagellar
motor. However, their conductance has not been assessed.

Both the stimulation and inhibition of light output seen
across the power levels and duty cycles tested could be due
to E-field induced heating. The temperature optimum for the
luciferase enzyme in V. fischeri is 25°C, with the enzyme
becoming unstable above 30°C. Indeed, for duty cycles of
5% and 10% at 4.5 W rms, light output approaches zero
when the temperature reaches 30°C. A step-wise increase in
the rate of inhibition of bioluminescence is observed below
30°C at 2%, 5%, and 10% duty cycle under the same power
level. Therefore, the changes in bacterial light output observed
may be due to the linear rise in temperature observed and its
direct effect on the stability of luciferase. At 10 times lower
power (0.45 W rms), the enhancement in bioluminescence
observed may also relate in temperature effects, with a slight
elevation in temperature leading to an increased availability
of the substrates required for bioluminescence.

5 Conclusions

Biological systems with intrinsic luminescent properties serve
as powerful and noninvasive bioreporters for real-time and
label-free monitoring of cell physiology.43,44 In this context, bac-
terial bioluminescence has been used as a biosensor for deter-
mining the O2 affinities of living cells

45 (sensitive to 10−8 MO2)
and for monitoring water toxicity.46 This current work demon-
strates the rapid response and sensitivity of V. fischeri light out-
put as a noninvasive bioreporter of the effects of microwave E
field. Developing a deeper understanding of the molecular

Fig. 6 Simultaneous monitoring of Vibrio fischeri light output and tem-
perature change under conventional heating using a water bath. The
time duration of heating is indicated by the black bar on the x axis.

Table 3 A summary of the E-field (2.45 GHz) treatment regime,
including the pulse period, recovery time, total exposure time, number
of pulses, as well as the temperature elevations (temperature
increase, ΔT and maximum temperature achieved, Tmax) for 2%,
5%, and 10% duty cycle.

Duty
cycle

Pulse
period (ms)

Recovery
time (s)

Total
exposure
time (s)

Number
of pulses

ΔT ,
Tmax (°C)

2 4.9 30 6 0.45 W = 0.6,
26.2

4.5 W = 3.2, 28.5

5 100 1.9 30 15 0.45 W = 1, 26.4

4.5 W = 5.4, 31.1

10 0.9 30 or 15a 30 or 15 0.45 W = 1.5,
26.8

4.5 W = 6.3, 32.2

a4.5-W rms power only.
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mechanisms at play will enable a better appreciation of thermal
and possible nonthermal microwave E-field-associated effects
for dosimetry purposes.
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